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Abstract 
The disintegration products of U^ ^^  hare been in-rastigated and the 
main route of the 4n+l series outlined as follows: 
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2. 
DIAGRAMMATIC SI3IMAJIY. 
For ease of reference the yrhole 4n + 1 series as i t is known up to 
the preserrt; la charted i n Fig« I . Y ertical transitions are a-emisslon« 
and diagonal* p-emisslons. F u l l lines denote the main sequence of the 
family and broken linfts a branching which i s not yet certain and is less 
than 5% of the main route. 
Table I summarizes the data on the series. Figures marked (/) are 
by T.E. Cranshaw. 
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4. 
jHTRODUGTICg} 
Three radioactive series are known i n nature, the thorium aeries 
(mass number 4n where n i s an integer), the uranium series (4n + 2) mi 
the actinium series (4n + 5 ) . 
In 1923 and 1924^ a t a time when the mass assignment of only the -Uiorium 
and uranium series was kaovm for certain, Widdowson and Russell (19,26) de-
duced th a t there were probably only four independent disintegration series 
• f which three were known, and they predicted for the fourth, the 4a + 1, 
a route passing through an isotope of 89 and the "missing" elements 37 and 
209 
88 to end i n Bi . A n unsuccessful search was made for an emanation of the 
unknown family. 
A few members of the new series had been prepared by 1940 and Turner(18) 
used the r e g u l a r i t i e s i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n of isotopes to make some quite 
accurate prediotlons on the disintegration sequence© 
In Br 499, August 1944, N, Feather, iistng the regularities of Gelger-
F u t t a l l relationships f o r the isotopes of an element, c r i t i c a l l y exaKiined 
the 4n + 1 series and deduced probable life-times and energies for the pos-
0 5 7 
Bible disintegration products a f t e r IT .. 
Of the ^ + 1 series, n^Q radioactive member has been found i n nature 
but several have been prepared S t r t i f i c i a l l y . The f i r s t was Th" i n 1935 
by Fenai et 8.1.(1), a p-ealtter of 23 minutes h a l f - l i f e formed i n the re-
action ofiTh^^^ (n<T) Th^^^« Other workers have investigated t h i s sub-
stance (24,25,2,3) and i t has been produced by the reaction ^^Th (d^p) 
^^^233 (jQfnmn and Seaborg (lO ) . 
Daughter of Th^^' ta Pa^ -^ ,^ 27,4 day p-emitter which was discovered 
by Meitner, Strassman and Hahn (2). The doubts which later arose a'ic«t 
these tvfo substances from the discovery of f i s s i o n by Hahn and Strassman 
v/ere cleared up bv the rftsearches of V. Grosse, Booth and Dunning (3) and 
Seaborg, fiofrin and Kennedy (4)o Gofman and Seaborg (10) have shown the 
production of Pa^ '''' by tyie process <^r)Th^'^^(d,n) g^Pa^^^. 
r233 derived from the decay of Pa^ *^^ , was f i r s t separated and exanv-
ined by Seaborg, Gofmon and Stcughton (5) and i t is on the disintegration 
products of th i s substance that the vfork i n t h i s report is based, the pro-
233 
duction of milligrfun quantities of U by the i r r a d i a t i o n of thorium with 
neutrons i n a p i l e having made possible the investij^ation of the main part 
of the 4ri+l series. yj^^S a-active and the latest figure f o r the half-
l i f e i s 162,00Qy ( 6 ) . 
Another radioactive product of the 4n+l type is U^ *^^  discovered by 
Nishina et al (7) and McMillan-(8). I t i s produced i n the reaction 
92U^^^(n,2n) r.rV^'^'^' nid is a 'ioS day f.-omitter. 
The daughter of qg^ "^^ "^ * investigated oy Wahl and Senborg (9), i s gsNp^^^t 
fin a-emitter (and therefore a parent of Pa^ *^^ ) of 3 , lO^y l i a l f - l i f e . 
The 'jpper part of the 4n+l scries as i t was known up to the time of 
the investij^ation riven in t h i s report nay, therefore, be summarized i n the 
237 "ollowing diagram 93NP' 
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In addition to these substances, another 4n" + 1 body has been made. 
209 
Pb i s a 3.3 hr p-emitter discovered by Thornton a:id Cork (11). I t i s 
produced i n the reactionsi 
g2Pb208(d^) 82^^209 (11,12,13,14), 
32Pb208(n^) g2Pb209 (15), 
33Bi209(n^) ggPb'^^ (15). 
Pb2C'9 decays to Bi209, the stable isotope of natural-bismuth. 
?33 
The disintegration products of U" . 
The purpose of the work reported here vra.s to trace tlie route of 
the 4n + 1 series beyond u233. Tj^ e search for the disintegration 
products had to be guided by the f a c t that the daughter of 
lon'g-liTed since there i s no obvious growth of a- or f - a c t i v i t y i a • 
the substance, and the problem was, therefore, the detection and 
exbraotion of very small a c t i v i t i e s from a comparatively highly 
.active sample of u233^ 
With the usual assumption that o- and p-eiiissions are the only transitions 
i n tlie series, the map of tho probable alternative routes of disintegrations 
following u233 hag been drawn i n Pig. 3, where the l i m i t s given are the same 
as those used by Feather (Br 498) and are dependent mainly upon considerations 
7. 
of p - s t a b i l l t y of nuclei* Frequent reference to the diagram w i l l be mkie 
l a t h i e report and the route f i n a l l y derived from the "evidence i s shomn by-
double l i n e So 
The sanple of \^^^ used In t h i s work was extraeted by Dr. Goldsehaidt 
andl colleagues" i n October 1944 from a number of thorium oarbonate aliigo 
Irradiated i n the Site X p i l e * The uranium^ about 23 zog, contained i n .semft^  
tens of grams of t h o r i m , was passed on to me f o r f i n a l p u r i f i o a t i o a . A 
diethyUithiooarbamata extraetlcoi i n the presense of t a r t r a t e aad at pH 6 
was f i r s t performed to separate the main buUc of the th9rlira« and thsa a 
fluor i d e p r e c i p i t a t i o n to take out the few Bllligraraa oarried STer. The 
p u r i f i c a t i o n was continued by a fluo r i d e precipitation w i t h 1 B»g of La aad 
a f i n a l peroxide p r e c i p i t a t i o n . 
The precipitate was diseolved in the minimum of n i t r l o aoid and made 
iq> to 25 ml. Total a-oounts i n the solution was 238.10^/Wn i n the e f f i -
eiency of oiur a-oeunter whieh i s about BO«S, Per a h a l f - l i f e ef 162,000y (s) 
f o r t ! ^ ^ ^ t h i s would mesa about 22.8 ag* 
In the early part of the work, 10 ml of t h i s solution or about 9 mg 
was used and.later, 12.5 ml or about 11;4 mg. 
The Isotopic p u r i t y of t h i s saiq>le of D^ '^  has not been measured but 
presumably i t i s very similar to that of other speeimas^s obtAlned i n the same 
•way f o r xrhioh a recent figure i s 95*8 i 0.5j6> 
sr© p-couats were Tieible i n the end-en Geiger-lfueller counter i n a 
sample of 2000 a-eomts/nino 
X Chemistry Monthly Reports, Oeteber I944» 
k IflJC - AJD - 59. (Dea^ster) H a r ^ 1945. 
8. 
PRELmmARY MOTE OM mTERFERMCE BY THE NATI]RAL TH0RIT3M FAMILY 
Two months aft e r the beginning of t h i s work, information was receive** 
«2 3S 
from Seaborg's team that the IT extracted from neutron borabardei thorium 
contained a certain percentage of the isotope an a-emitter of about 
• 30 years h a l f - l i f e (lO) which i s also pro«luoed i n the i r r a i i a t i o n , possibly 
by a U^35 ^n) reaction, gg'^^^ decays to g^RdTh^^^, lo9y c-emitter of 
the nat\iral thorium series ani parent of TKX and the rest of the series dcmn. 
The figure given for U^ ^^  contamination was one a-particle from D2O2 
2000 from 'J^"'^. The h a l f - l i f e of Th^^^, the daughter of U^ S^^  
since samples of Tp'^'^ show no change i n counting rate i n a long time so that 
ttie r a t i o between a c t i v i t i e s i n the thorium series and the new series after 
the thorium isotope can, conoeivablj'. be of the order of unity. 
I t w i l l be 3ho\'ni that extracts of a radiiaa isotope from our sample of 
u alvrays contain ThX, 3.6 day parent of six radioaetive shorter-lived pro-
ducts, a fact which oomplicates the investigation and necessitates some delay 
before r e l i a b l e work can be done on the series© 
The early work waa performed i n ignorance of the above facts and i t i s 
fortunate that the results are not invalidated simply because the time during 
which some samples were kept f o r decej' measuj'enionts, before further examina-
t i o n , was s u f f i c i e n t l y long (over ten days) to reduce the ThX contamination 
to a f r a c t i o n of the new series a c t i v i t y . 
RADIUM Aim ACTIMIUM ISOTOraS. 
Extraction of a Radium Isotope. 
The search f o r a disintegration product of U^ ^^  begun a t the radium 
isotope. Because of the considerable d i f f i c u l t i e s involved i n the use of 
A Letter from Huffman to Cockcroft - E.J.R.H. 52, Jan. 25th, 1945. 
9. 
the usual BaSO^-method due to strong adsorption effects and the re-
c a l c i t r a n t nature of the precipitate, i t was decided to use the pre-
c i p i t a t i o n of Ba(N02)2 i n fuming n i t r i c aoid solution. 
The method was tested and found t o be moat e f f i c i e n t i n the 
ceparation from uranium. The f r a c t i o n of uranium carried down by 1 mg, 
of Ba(N03)2 from tracer quantities of U was less than l/SOOO so that t 
two or three cycles would be s u f f i c i e n t f o r the elimination of several 
mg. of U233. 
The Ba(lI03)2 p r e c i p i t a t i o n i s recognized as a reliable separation 
f o r radium from most of the elements of the top of the periodic table 
except lead. I n .addition to uranium, actinium and thorium are not 
carried dcr.»n, a f a c t confirmed f o r tracer quantities during, t h i s work 
since neither the radiothorium knovm to be pretent i n the 
U233 
solu-
t i o n nor the actinium isotopo shovm to be present i n the 4n-»'l series 
have appeared i n the separation. 
Protactlniimi i n one experiment followed the barium n i t r a t e precip-
i t a t e t o the extent of 10?J. Element 87, being an a l k a l i metal, can 
be expected t o remain i n the solution and an emanation could not i n t e r -
fere. The mothod, therefore seems to be re l i a b l e for radium i n the 
presence of, at least, elements j'rom 86 to 92 with some care needed i n 
the case of g^Pa. 
For the f i r s t extraction attempted, about 18 days after the purl-
f I c a t i e n of the U^ S^^  j^ O ml, of the solution containing about 9 mg. 
U^ '^  was evaporated with 2.5 mg. Ba(N03)2 to a volume of about 0.1 ml. 
with n i t r i c acid i n a 3 ml, centrifuge tube and treated, cold, with 
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10. 
0,5 ml. fuming n i t r i c acid. The precipitate was separated, washed three 
times w i t h portions of fuming n i t r i c acid, redissolved i n water and 
transferred to a clean tube. 
The process was repeated and the f i r s t f i l t r a t e from the second 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n was found to contain only 2000 o-oounts/min,, indicating 
that contamination of the precipitate by U^ ^^  should now be about l/SOOOth 
of 2000 counts or less than 1 oount/nin. The precipitate vms washed twlee, 
transferred to a gold countln^-tray and evaporated to dryness with n i t r i o 
aoido Yield of 5a(N03)2 i n the operations was i n t h i s case 80^ 
This became the standard procedure f o r the subsequent extractions 
made at intervals of a few weeks. 
F i r s t evidence of radloaotive disintegration products of 
The f i r s t barium extract obtained showed an a-count of 270/ain and 
exhibited a complex deeay curve having periods of the order of days. 
As previously explained, a fresh extract of Ba(N02)2 from our sample 
of 13^ ®^ (+U^^^) probably contains ThX. The a - a c t i v i t y decay curve of one 
of the l a t e r , more active extracts i s shown i n Fig. 4, Curve A., where i t 
i s clear that there i s a shorter l i v e d component which nay be ThX and, 
from the shape of the curve, some other portion which i s not a simple expo-
n e n t i a l decay sinoe there i s a d i s t i n c t i n f l e x i o n i n the curve. 
This was the f i r s t qualitative evidence that some other a c t i v i t y 
besides the possible ThX could be extracted from the specimea of 
Detection ofibur related q-disintegrations. 
When the f i r s t extract was ten days old, a small portion was examined 
by Mr. P. Demers by deposition i n the emulsion of a photographic plate.* 
k Physios Monthly reports - Deo. 1944 and Jan. 1945. 
11. 
He was able to show the presence of four traok ^ stars' i n the emulsiod 
of the plate from four a-partioles originating i n the same nucleus, and that 
thex*e was no period between the f i r s t and la s t a-emissioa which was of the 
order of one day or greater. Demers found that the energy d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
the four a-particles was not the same as Hm-t of the ThX series particles 
although we now kaew that probably up to 20^ of the stars were due t e ThX. 
I f these four a-emissions belong to the new sertes and follow a radium ice* 
tope, i t would seen from ?lgo 3 that a l l the required a-particles at the end 
of the series have been found. 
Mr« E.P. Hinoks and Mr. T.E. Cranshaw measured* the energies of the 
four a-particles i n the high pressure ionisatlon chamber and pulse analyser 
and the l a t e s t measurements by Cranslww and myself give energies of 5.81, 
6.33, 6.97 and 8.28 for the four main peaks seen i n the pulse analyser. 
These energies are d i f f e r e n t from any of the three known families. 
Detection of an actinium Isotope i n the series and the p - a c t i v l t y ef the radium. 
Prcna the evidence given up to t h i s page, i t i s not clear whether the 
radium isotope extracted i s a- or ^ -active er both and the is^ertanee of 
the ThX contamination has not been established. The follewing experiment 
was the f i r s t t o indicate the s o l u t i ^ to theee problems and the re^oliftion 
of the decay curve given i n Fig, 4 ( A ) . 
A barium n i t r a t e extract was allowed to decay for 12 days and then re-
precipitated by the fuming n i t r i c acid method. I t was found that only part 
of the o - a o t i r i t y oame down w i t h the precipitate while the main a e t i t l l g r 
i n the f i l t r a t e could be oarried down by a precipitation of lanthanum f l u o -
r i d e , indicating an aotinium or thorium isotope (see Pig. 3) and no other 
element f r p a at least 86 to 92. This fr a c t i o n showed a simple exponential 
decay of about 10 days t t f i i l e the barium n i t r a t e f r a c t i o n showed a regrowth 
* Physios monthly reports - Deo. 1944, Jta. 1945. 
12. 
9f a-acti"vityo 
To differentiate between the two possibilities of actinium and thorivm* 
a preeipitation of the activity on oerlc iodate in N n i t r i c aoieL n&s attei^>ted 
and i t WAS tomi. that only a small percentage appeared with the precipitate 
showing "Uiat the substance i s an actlnfxia rather than a thoriim isotope. I t 
is known that actinium can be eleotrolysei onto the cathode in weakly aeld 
conditions and -tiale phenomenon has been observed vriih the new aetinium diiring 
a long 8ei*ie8 of electrolyses of a n i t r i c acid solution. After se-veral hoia-s, 
the aeid had been reduced to such an extent that the actinium was able te 
deposit. 
A specifflen of the actinium examined in the large ionlsation ohaatber 
and pulse analyser showed the presence of a l l four of the new a-eznitters 
originally detected- in the radium isotope. As w i l l be shown when the series 
is considered as a whole* the Gelger Nuttall relationship between energy and 
h a l f - l i f e indicates a period of some days for the lowest energy a-emitter 
(5.81 IBT) and sinee this i s always present in a fresh precipitation of the 
new actlaium, i t probably belongs to this member. There is further evidence 
later. ^ 
I f we jmay aatioipate the more definite proof that these new activities 
are really the * 1 series by tiie identification of the already knoim 
• 209 
Pfe as: tt HOTfljer, there is now substantial evidence for believing that the 
2S5 225 225 radiua. aad aoticdum isotopes concerned are Ra and Ao , that Ra is 
at least p a r t i a l l y ^-active and that Ao^^ i s o-aotive with a period of abeut 
10 days. Froa Fig. 3j only these isotopes of Ra and Ac are available as the 
progenitors ef four eonseeutiw a'^partioles and aoiy abnormal route outside 
the li i M i i * ' Fig. 3 i s BHide most t&illkely by the presenoe of Fb^^^. The 
j-r 1-.~-
13. 
names of Ra^ ^^  and Ae^^^ w i l l be used from now on to simplify the disoussion. 
Since the growth of Ac^^^ and products from Ra^ ^^  i s not clearly visible 
i n the a-deoay ourve given in Pig. 4 ( A) i t is possible that i t is almost 
completely masked by the decay of ThX. Confirmation of this was obtained 
in the following experiment where the exact nature of the radium isotopes 
extract is determined. 
g-Analysls of the Ba(NOg)g extract. 
A part of a fresh Ba(N0g)2 precipitate from the U^''^  solution, contain-
ing about 50 a-oount8/tiin» was spread on a piece of platinum f o i l about 2 
om^  and examined in the large ionisation chamber and pulse suialyser. The 
energy range was chosen which includes the a-particle of ThC at 8»78 Mev 
and the highest energy member of the new series at 8.28 ISSY. (later shown 
to be Po ), and the variation i n the a-distribution with time was followed. 
At the beginning only the peak of ThC' was present and this showed a 
preliminary growth as the 10.6 hr ThB attained equilibrium and then decayed 
with approximately the period of ThX, 3.6 days (Fig. 5). 
The high energy a-partole of the new series was not visible at the 
start but grew in slowly with a period of the order of days, reaehiag the 
maximum in about 18 days. (Fig.5). Since we w i l l show that the longest 
period between the f i r s t a-partiole of Ao and this a-particle of Po 
is 46 minutes, there seems no doubt that the growth seem here is that of 
225 ' Ae not originally present in the sample and, at this stage, i t seems not 
225 
unlikely that the Ra i s almost sompletely p-active since we may expect 
Rn^^^, Po^ *^^  and Pb^ ^^  (Fig. 3) to be quite short-Hved (Feather, Br 499) 
213 
and therefore to pro.vide no long-lived barrier before Po . 

14. 
I t Is now possible to a t t e a ^ an axuilysls of the ileeay OUTTO A in 
Pig. 4* AssuHdng a l l iiie original o-aetivitjr to belong to ThX and produota, 
a oorrection ourve B oay be drann and the difference between the twe ovurres 
plotted as cxirTe C* The resultant shape is seen to be nuch the sans as ob-
225 
tained i n the pulse analyser and expected from the growth of Ac , 
Ta the examination i n the pulse analyser of the Ba(]!l0g)2 extract, some 
measurements were made over the whole energy range of the four new o-emitters 
and those of ThX and products and the transformation of the activity speotrun 
with time can be seen in Figo 6 where a oomparison is n&de between, 
(A) the spectrum of a sample of ThX, 
( B ) the extract of i>adium isotopes after 3 days, 
(C) the extract after 8 days and 
one 
(D) a pure sample of Ao . 
The drawings are a somewhat qtialitatire combination of a large number 
of neasuroments, and for c l a r i t y and future reference the peaks have been 
identified according to our present convictions. 
Goaf irmation of Ra g-aetivity. 
M extract of radium isotopes on barium nitrate, in which the ThX had 
225 
decayed to a very small amount, was dissolved i n dilute acid and the Ao 
removed by a lanthanum fluoride precipitation. The f i l t r a t e was evaporated 
with hydrochloric acid several times to remove n i t r i c acid, 2 mg of lead 
added and precipitated with hydrogen sulphide for the purpose of removing 
213 209 
the 46 min and. 3 hr activities (Bi and Pb ) which are considered later 
i n this report. The barium nitrate was then separated by the fuming n i t r i c 
acid technique as a f i n a l purificatioai and transferred to a gold tray. 
500 I 
15o 
The o-oount of the sample ia the ordinary o-^ounter immediately after 
the separation was IS counts/nln and this seraia to be completely aeoounted 
for as residual ThK. The growth of o-aetivity in the san^ )lfe is shown in 
Fig. 7 i n which the correction for residual ThX has been made* 
Thus i t is possible to prepare a radium extract, showing very l i t t l e 
a-aetivlty i f any, fr«»n which grows the o-aotive actinium isotope. JB. a 
later section, further work on this sample is reported and the properties 
of Ra are examined in more detail, but i t . may be mentioned here that 
225 
the p<-aotivlty of Ra , up to the presmt shown merely by the absence of 
a-activity and the growth of an actinium, is not easily detected since 
i t has a very low energy. 
EMANATION 
2pe 221 Since J(A^^° is f-aotive, the main sequence does not pass through Ba , 
nor, as w i l l be seen later, through Rn^ ^^  (Fig. 3). A search has been made 
for an emanation which may be reported here as contributing to the evidence. 
* The extract of Ra and ThX, when f i r s t separated from the on about 
2 mg of barium n i t r a t e , had shoim a maximum a*«ount of 3,900/idLn. (ThX and 
products). Before being used in this experiment, i t had undergone three pre-
cipitations at various times so that i t had probably lost a fraction of i t s 
weight, a-aotivity in the sample due to ThX and products at the time of 
this experiment (26 days after the f i r s t extraction) would, therefore, be 
somewhat less than 
lann -(0.693 X 26) • 28 oeunts/rda. 
and there iia a further factor 3/4 since tYm la«t a-emitters, ThC C*, would 
not be present after a purification of the radium isotope, 
<• 21 eounts/oin. 
13 oounts/nin • 60^ of the amount expected from t o t a l original ThX. 
(All counts i n SOJs geometry). 
16. 
The evaporation to dryness ef a solution of iia^ZS ^^ ^^ ^ 
of an emsnatlon i f one existed and the regrowth of the act i v i t y would be 
visible i f the period were sufficiently long. Sxi>eriments of this kind gave 
eompletely negative residts setting a lower l i m i t to the life-timB of an ema^  
nation at about 2 minutes. 
Dr. A.G. Ibddbok^ made an unsuodessfuil''search for an emaaatioti using a 
vacuum technique believed to be efficient for a lifetime greater than 
•sec. ' 
None of these attamptfi weuld have^  been sufficiently sensitive tp detect 
a 1% branching of Ha . 
im ISOTO^ 
209 
Detection of Pb •» 
I t is most convenient aev to consider 1die work dene at the end «f the 
series en the isotopee of lead and bismuth, since the evidenee on the i ^ t e r ^ 
ipediate members nay be considered' somawhat meagre without referea<^#*^ the 
whole series. 
Pb^ °® i s already kaowa as a 5.8 Kr Ji-ealtter (11,12,13,14,15) herring 
been produeed in several a r t i f i c i a l radieaetive reaetlens frox Pb^ *^^  mi 
209 • • •• ' • . . Bi' so that i t s deteetien as a disintegrailea. product ef ths radlm i^d 
aotinlvn isotopes extracted from U^ ^^  mal»9« Fig.' .3 and the de4ti0tiea»*thiere^eia 
more convincing. 
. A fiuiaiber of sulphide preei'pltatieas mde en solutions of the series 
during thA'Invest igatiSn^ en the bismuth i set ope (fiext aeetim) were examined 
• , -,,r • " . 
i n the p<»eeunter and i t was. found that after the decay of the bismuth^ a 
residiia reaminoi., free from short-lived a-«ietivity, which decayed with a 
X '^Ch(^stry Division »snthiy reports « Jan. and Apri l , 1945. 
10 
1 
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period of approximately 3 hours. 
During experiments en another member of the series, an isotope of 
228 
element 87, activities were volatilised at red heat from Ae and con-
densed on counting trays. The ^-activity was found under these oonditioas 
(agreeing with the behaivloiu* of lead) and more clearly since the condensed 
material was singularly free from long-lived contamination ef Ae^^^ so that 
i n these cases, after sufficient time, the p-radiation was unaccompanied 
by any a-partioies and must, therefore, come after a l l the known a-emitters. 
I t remained to separate the activity, i n particular from the bismuth 
isotope which is both p- and a-active and has a period of 46 minutes, by 
a recognised method for lead sjid to measure i t s h a l f - l i f e with some accuracy. 
22 B 
2 mg of lead nitrate was added to a n i t r i c acid solution ef Ac con-
taining about 50^ alcohol and the precipitation effected by drops of dilute 
hydrochloric acid. The crystalline lead chloride was separated and washed, 
counted f i r s t in the a-counter and then i t s decay followed in the p-counter.* 
The corrected decay curve is shown in Fig. 8 and gives a figure of 3.2 
hours for tlie h a l f - l i f e . 
This experiment also iadioates the absence of a Pb^ ^^  (Fig.3) of half-
l i f e greater than a few minutes. 
A The contsuoination of the sample was 40 a-counts/kin (10 per member) re-
maining constant diiring the measiu'ement and the correction to be applied 
to the p-counts for this oontaminatien ('^  20 counts) pltis the background 
of the counter was 36 counts/nin from an i n i t i a l count of 190/4dn. 
18. 
BISMUTH AMD POLQfflUM ISOTOPES 
• Detection of a bismuth isotope in the series. 
I t has been found possible to separate by various methods from a solution 
226 
of Ac a substance Trtiioh emits both p and a particles in approximately 
equal proportions and decays with a period of 46 minutes. Qa examination 
the 
by the pulse -analyser, i t is fotmd that/only main a-peak present is One 
at 8.28 Mev which, by the Geiger Nuttall rule, should be extremely short-
lived. This indicates that the 46 minute substance is p-aotive and that i t s 
daughter is a-actlve with a very short lifetime. 
The ohemical properties of'the 46 minute substance have been examined 
very carefully since i t s identification is most important i n defining ths 
route of the series. 
Chemical Identification of the 46 minute activ i t y . 
The a c t i v i t y is coprecipitated with lead or bismuth sulphide In acid 
solutien and i t is volatilised at a dull red heat from a barium chloride 
precipitate and with more d i f f i c u l t y from lanthanum oxide. These proper-
ties do not clearly differentiate between Fb, Bi and Po which are the ele-
ments leading to the last o-particles of the series. (Fig.3) 
225 ' 
A solution of Ac was made 1 N i n n i t r i c acid and salted with a frac-
tion of a milligram of lead and bismuth carrierso An electrolysis perfor-
med at a poteintial of four volts between small gold electarodes, with vigor-
ous s t i r r i n g , deposited the act i v i t y on the cathode with the bismuth. Lead 
deposited on the anode and showed no a-activityj nor did any grew in sub-
21S 
sequently as would be the case i f Pb -^"^^ having a suitable h a l f - l i f e , were 
present i n cmy quantity. In solutions ef the series unoontaminated by ThX, 
y.. 
the only a-activity ever observed in electrolysis under conditions of 1 N 
acid was the 46 minute activity. 
A silver eleetrode in a normal solution of hydroehloric acid takes up 
a potential which allows the deposition of poloniiaa but not bismuth. &i 
a solution of thorium containing some thousands of counts/4iln of ThC a 
silver, f o i l collected no a c t i v i t y i n five minutes while a solution of polo-
nium (RaF) eontaining a few thousand counts/aiu deposited considerable a c t i -
v i t y i n this time. la centaot with a solutiem of Ao^^^ for 30 minutes, no 
a c t i v i t y deposited on the silver f o i l showing that the 46 minute substance 
is not an isotope of polonium. 
A j^latinua f o i l i n oontaot with a solution saturated with hydrogen gas 
reaches a potential sufficient to deposit both bismuth and polonium on i t s 
225 
surface, and to a lesser extent, lead. fVom a solution ef Ao , the 46 
minute substance was ^.epbsited on the platinum and exeunination with the 
pulse-analyser again showed the presenoe of only one main a-peak at 8.26 
MOT. 
Bismuth metal f o i l displaces polonium from solution. A piece of bismuth 
was agitated in a solution of thorium nitrate in conditions under whieh 
hydrogen polarised platintm collected 5,000 a-oounts/idn of ThG in a few 
minutes whereas the bismuth showed only 10 oounts/mla, indicating that there 
is not appreciable interehange of ThC i n solution with the surface of tho 
225 
bismuth. Ho a c t i v i t y appeared on tho bismuth in contaot with Ao solution 
again pointing to tho absence of a sufficiently loag-livod polonium. 
On load f o i l , which displaces ThC from a solution of thorium n i t r a t e , 
the 46 minute activity deposited indioatiaig either a bismuth or a polonium. 
V 20, 
A precipitation which is most reliable as a test for a polonium is that 
of tellurium by stannous chloride. On testing the method with a solution 
2X6 
of thorixaa nitrate, i t was found that an appreciable percentage of ThC (Bi ) 
vras carried i n the. precipitation i n the absence of bismuth hold-back carrier 
but that addition of a mg of bismuth was sufficient to reduce this to negli-
gible proportions. The method was applied to a solution of Ao^^^ and no ac-
t i v i t y appeared with the tellurixim. 
As a f i n a l confirmation of the identity of this activ i t y , an attempt was 
made to prove that i t is an isotope of BI by a fractional precipitation pro-
cedureo Since the period is comparatively short, no long fractional orjratal-
lisation could be attempted and the activities available do not permit great 
accuracyo 
A method was chosen, therefore, which would allow reasonable spedd of 
operation and effect good discrimination between bismuth on the one-hand and 
lead and polonium on the other. 
Both lead and polonium oxalates are soluble in acid solution while bismuth 
oxalate precipitates. A precipitation of' bismuth oxalate i n the presence of 
tracer polonium carried 20^ of the ac t i v i t y . Thus i t might be expected that 
a fractional precipitation of bismuth oxalate would divide polonium In the 
ratio 105? to between precipitate and f i l t r a t e i f the bismuth ratio were 
509S to 50%, 
In conjunction with a sulphide precipitation i n acid condition performed 
on both the precipitate and f i l t r a t e from a fractional oxalate separation, 
i t should be possible to distinguish ve2*y clearly between bismuth and a l l 
other elements at least from 81 to 89, 
225 
A sample of BaCl containing Ao was dissolved i n normal hydrochloric 
aeid and approximately. 1 mg of bismuth as nitrate added to the solution. 
21. 
Oxalic aoid was added and a precipitate of bismuth oxalate formed slowly. 
(Presumably some Ao was carried by the precipitate but would not inter-
fere f i n a l l y ) . 
The precipitate %ms separated quickly in the centrifuge, dissolved in 
drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid and diluted somewhat. The original 
centrifugate and this solution were then treated with hydrogen sulphide and 
the precipitates of bismuth sulphide washed, transferred to weighed trays 
and dried on a hot plate. The decay of the a-activity of eaoh was followed 
and the samples weighed afterwards. 
The a-aotivity of the samples was used rather than the ^-activity partly 
because the backgrounds of our p-couaters are high and their efficienoy low, 
209 
and partly because complications would arise from the presence of Pb , the 
three hour p-emitter, i n one fraction. Self absorption of the a-rays in the 
sample would be expected to increase the error of the experiment but since 
the two porticns were not too dissimilar in weight and the distribution on 
the trays about the same, the effect should not be great. 
Fraction A received only a sulphide precipitation 
" B. " an oxalate and a sulphide precipitation 
+ 
Wt. of A - 0.73 - 0.02 mg. 
fft. of B - 0.65 i 0.02 mg. 
Ratio of weights - 1.12 - 0.06 
a-count of A at zero time - 45 * 5 oounts/^aln. 
o-oount of B " " " - 50 1 5 oounts/Wn. 
Ratio of counts - 0.9 - 0,2 
Ratio of counts . + ( a l l errors given are extromes) Ratio of weights 
22. 
for 
The theoretical value /& bismuth isotope is unity ndiile other elements 
from 81 to 89 should give values of 9 or more or alteiTiatively not appear 
at a l l . The result is as good as can be expected under the circumstances 
and some correction for self-absoiT>tioa of a-partiqles in the heavier fraction 
vroMld tend to improve it» 
The following table summarizes the reactions of the 46 minute activi-ty. 
TABLE I I I 
46 minute activity 
Method 
Activity 
Sepsirated 
No 
Separation 
Slemest indicated 
(ofvBi, Pb & Po) 
cathode 
electrolysis 
anode 
X 
X 
BI or Po^not Pb 
Ag electrode + HCl X • not Po 
Pt + Hg electrode X Pb, BI or Po 
Pb electrode X Bi or Po^  not. Pb 
BI electrode X not Po 
HgS precipitation X Pb, Bi or Po 
Te by SnClg X not Po-
"Isotopy test" Bi 
. I t seems to be f a i r l y well established that there is a bismuth isotope 
in the series, p-active and leading to the last a-emitter in the series, 
.(the other two after Ac^^^ are both sufficiently short-lived to be seen 
i f derived from the 46 minute bismuth) and there seems l i t t l e doubt that 
4 .U--
23. 
' 21'' 213 the isotope is Bi parent of Po ( f i g . 3), jjWther work^on the p-ra-
213 
diation of Bi and the possibility of branching,v;ill be given later. 
Dr« A.s:. May pointed out that p-a "coinoiclenoes" could be esqjected in 
213 213 
the series from Bi and Po and Mr. J.T. Jelley confirmed this experi-
mentally.* 
Polonium^^^ 
Dr. A.IT. May's section has prorided physical eridenoe which makes the 
213 
identification of Po anich more certain. Cranshaw's measurement of the 
energj'- of the last a-particle of the series gives 8.28 Mev and Fig. 9 (due 
to Dr. May, unpublished report) shows thia.t this energy f i t s very well for 
213 
Po In the graph of the various isotopes of polonium plotted against the 
energies of a-particle8« 
87 AHD 85 ISOTOPES 
The order of the four g-partiolea 
I t , i s useful here to note the evidence on the order of the a-disinte-
y 
graticttiB. Cransha-w', i n his TOrk on the period'of the substance Tye now 
217 
identify as 85 , photogj*aphed a-particle pulses on the screen of an os-
cilloscope using en electrical c i r c u i t whereby the trace of the oscil-
loscope was triggered by a pulse* so that another a-particle following the 
f i r s t within a period of l/20th of a second ^TOuld be seen displaoed a certain 
distance along the trace. He showed that the a-particle of 6.97 Mer followed 
shortly after that of 6.33 Mev. 
''IS 
The work reported above on Bi shows that the a-particle of 8.28 Mer 
oomes last in the series and the Geiger i j u t t a l l rule and the experiments 
• of the next section indicate tiiat the o-particle of 5.81 Kev belongs to 
, 225 • Ao . * jhysics monthly report - March 1945o 
X H.P. 162 and Physics Monthly reports / February, March an4 April 1945, 
24. 
Thu» the order of the o-particles seeas to be 5.81, 6.33, 6.97 and 
8.28j and they must be assigned in order to Ao^ S^^  87^21^ 3^ 217 p^213 
(Fig. 3), Granshaw'a figure for the h a l f - l i f e of the 6.97 disintegration, 
i s 2.1 X 10"^ see so that this member w i l l be practioally inseparable 
from 87 '"^  which precedes i t . 
Erldeuoe oa 
225 221 The a-decay of As leads to 87 « the second a-emittsr after the 
radium isotope. 
During the early -work, when a seareh itas being aade for isotopes of lead 
and b i S B i u t h at the end o f the series, a sample of barium chloride containing 
225 
Ac -nasused in volatilisation experiments. Besides the bismuth a c t i r i t y 
found, there ms indication of an a-actirity -with a period of the order of 
a minute -which tms volatilised at about 900°C and could be condensed oa a 
cool surface* 
The method of Tolatilisation has prored most oonTenient in trorking 
with this short-liTftd a c t i v i t y since the separation can be doae with great 
speed and the sample is immediately ready for examination. 
In the later work, the a c t i v i t y was volatilised from lanthanum oxide 
films on platinum trays by the following procedure. A clean gold tray mis 
f i t t e d into a hollow i n a copper block so that there was good thenaal ccsitaot 
225 
and the platinum tray containing the lanthanum oxide and Ac as aa adherent 
layer was laid upside doim on top. The shape of the trays prevents 1 ^ oxide 
from touching the gold tray. . The upper ti*ay was heated to any desired teo^ 
peratmre with a small oxy-gas flame and the volatilised activities condensed 
on the cooled gold tray. 
Vhea specimens were Intended for pulse-analyser measurement,', a f l a t 
25« 
f o i l was substituted for the lower tray© 
In the ordinary a-oounter, the condensed activity is sesn to diminish 
rapidly at f i r s t and then aore slowly with the 46 minute period of Bi^^^ 
213 
(controlling Po a-partlcles) which is volatilised tooo Ho a-a«tivity 
remains after the Bi has decayed, Ac' *^  being invoUtlleo 
Several samples^ thus, prepared, have been examined in tiie large i o n i -
sation chamber and pulse-analyser. I t was found possible to get a specimen 
into the chamber and ready for oountiag i n about ten adnutes and i t is found 
that a l l the a-energies are present except the lowest at 5.81 Mev (Ae ). 
213 
The highest energy a-peak is oontrolled by the 46 minute Bl and deo&ys 
with that period while the two remaining peaks at 6.33 and 6.97 decay toge* 
ther very quiekly (the period is about 5 minutes) and di'^ppeor. (Fig. 1S< i n 
the second section on branching of B i ^ " ^ j^ ows this phenomenon). 
. From this i t seems possible to volatilise the second a-emitter of the 
four which is believed to be 87^^^ from previous evidence. 
The v o l a t i l i t y and subsequent condensation of the activity under the 
conditions of the experiment eliminate elements from 86 to 92 except 87o 
The v o l a t i l i t y of element 87 may be roughly inferred from the properties 
of the other a l k a l i metals o The chlorides have lower boiling points as the 
atomic vreight increases so that 87 chloride might be expected to boil at 
about 1150°C. Information on the behaviour Of alkali metal oxides when heated 
in a i r is •oamty but there is an inerease la v o l a t i l i t y with the atomic weight 
and the v o l a t i l i t y of 87 from Isnthsnum oxide seems not improbablt^ 
One isotope of eleaent 87 is knowa already, AeK (87 ) atp-OTdttor of 
21 min h a l f - l i f e , discovered by Mile M« Perey (23) irfio found that the activity 
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227 grew from As and showed chemical properties similar to caesium. One of 
the methods used was the preoipitation of AoK by caesium perohlorate. 
I t has been fotmd possible to precipitate the 5 minute activity of the 
new series on caesium perehlorate. 
225 
A sample of Ac in lanthanum, together with 2 mg -of caesium, was taken 
to fumes with a few drops of perchloric acid and cooled to a clear solution. 
Oa adding a eo. of alcohol, a crystalline precipitate of caesium perchlorate 
was rapidly formed, was ooatrifuged and transferred to a gold tray. No time 
was takea to wash the precipitate which separated cleanly, and the transfer 
was f a c i l i t a t e d by using a lusteroid centrifuge tube from which the bottom 
could be out with a raaor blade. The time from precipitation to the start 
of counting was less than five minutes. 
Decay of the sample is shoim in Fig. 10 with the corrected decay curve 
after substracting long lived a c t i v i t y . Arraagemsnts have been.made to test 
the v o l a t i l i t y of AoK in the near future as a check on this property of the 
new '5 mia. a c t i v i t y but the evideace at the momeat is quite coavinoing, es-
pecially in the light of the t o t a l knowledge oa ihe series. 
THORIUM ISOTOPE 
. 229 Thorium • 
Not aiuoh attentioa has, as yet, beea paid this member of the 4a + 1 
family for several reasons o Any extraction of a thorium isotope w i l l , of 
necessity, contain radiothorium which has a ha7.f-period 1.9 years, so that 
229 
i t is impossible, at present, to obtain a pure specimen of Th % Since the 
work on the series beyond the radium isotope has proved most f r u i t f u l , for 
la this case i t i s aot very loag before the natural thorium family disappears, 
i t was good policy to leave the thorium isotope la the solutloa so ihat 
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each extraction of Ra^^^ gave a higher activity and allowed new adTaaees. 
From the beginning of the work to the time of writing, the ylefld of o-counts 
at the maxinMin of the Ac^^^ growth curve has changed from about ZOO/aia to 
4000/nin for the four members. 
One extraction of the thorium isotepe has been madCc by a method ithiah 
was designed so that the minimum of resiglSiats need be added to the 13^ ^^  sample, 
usiag the radiocolloid effect for separatiag radioactive tracer amounts of 
thorium from milligram quantities of uranium. 
The aitrate solution of about 9 mg of 
U23S 
was evaporated to dr3*ae8e on 
the water-bath twice and then rediasolved in d i s t i l l e d water and stood h6t 
for several hours. Under these conditions, thorium is ad.sorbed on the' walls 
of the glass vessel. In this extraction, however, a small precipitate forme>d 
at this stage, possibly from i i ^ f u r i t i e s in the fuming n i t r i c acid which had 
beea added at various times to the U^ ^^  sample and i t was . suspected and later 
t. 
253 
confirmed that this precipitate- contained some U^  • The solution was sepa-
rated by pentrifuging and the precipitate and adsorbed layer dissolved ia 
a i t r i c acid. A lanthanum oxalate precipitation was then made produeing a 
sample containing about 900 a-oounts/aia and on this a further radiocolloidal 
separation gave' a piirifled fraction of 300 counts/ida. 
At the time of the experiment, the resolving power of the pulse-analyser 
was poor and examination of part of the fi n a l sample by Ito*. Hiacks showed 
only a broad a-peak at about 5 Ifev and i t was seen that more energetic a-
emltters grew' in the sample. Later, yrhm the pulse-analyser was enhanced 
by Craashaw's"aoa-linear'' amplifier, I examined a portion of the thoriijm. 
extract now containing almost equilibrium amounts of the disintegratioa pro-
ducts of both Th^^^ and RdTh^ ^^ o The spectrum obtained is shorn in Fig. 19 
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that 
in somewhat idealised form where i t w i l l be seen/in the high energy region 
213 
the t?ro peaks of Po and ThC are visible and indicate the relative pro-
217 
portions of the two families; lovver down ThA and 85 are identified. As 
far down as ThX, the distributioa i s similar to that of Fig. 6C since in 
both cases the ratio is in favour of the to + 1 series. 
In addition to a l l o-peaks previously identified, there arc two others 
loT/er than ThXp the smaller of which corresponds_ in position to the energy 
of radiothorium (Th ) aad is commensurate with the visible peaks of ThA 
and The, while the lowest at about 5 Mev correspoads in size to the rest 
229 
of the 4n + 1 series peaks and almost certainly belongs to Th % 
229 
The a-activity of Th is not in doubt since i t is required by the exis-
225 ' 
tenoe of Ra (Fig. 3) and 5 Mev is to be expected i f the h a l f - l i f e is about 
loV 
as calculated in a later sectiono 
TEE FOUR RADI0ACTI7E SERIES COMPARED. 
I t is quite important, in presenting the evidence for the 4n + 1 series, 
to provide a general comparison of the four serieso For this purpose the 
following diagrams are giveno 
a) The disintegration routes of the four series are mapped in Fig. 20 
Some a l r t i f i o i a l l y produced members have been Included ia the aatural 
series aad are indicated by brackets. 
b) The a-energy spectra are compared in Pig. 21. 
o) Geiger-S^Iuttall curves are plotted in Pig. 22. 
SUljMARY AHD DISGUSSIOg. 
Workiag on milligram quantities of U^ ^^ , i t has been found possible 
to iavestigate i t s disintegration products aad to outline the mala route 
V 
29o 
of the 4n + 1 series. 
The crucial evidenoe i n defining the sequence of idie disintegration 
and the Isotopie assigamenta is as follows, where reference to Pig. 3 w i l l 
make the argments clearer. 
A radium Isotope has been extracted which i s p-aotive and predecessor 
of four consecutive a-disintegrationB. 
From the radium grows an actinium isotope of period 10 days which 
displays the sane four o-disintegrations and ia inseparable from the f i r s t 
of these which has an energy appropriate to the period. The a-^ctivlty of 
the actinium isotope is further confirmed by the evidenoe on i t s disintegra-
tion products some of which cannot be formed i f i t ia p-aotive. 
One of,the products of these radioactive substances is a lead isotope 
Tjhioh i s p-active with a period meastaped as about 3.2 hr and from whieh 
apparently no further a- or p-nctivity is derived. This ia^ undoubtedly the 
209 
is6'tope Pb , already known as 3.3 hr p-emitter which decays to Inaotivs 
«i209 ' , Bi . (see appendix 1). 
^This evidence indicates that fee use of Fig. 3 is legitimate and that 
22S 22S 
the radium and aetinium isotopes are Ha *^  and Ac . 
The fourth product which is clearly defined is a bismuth isotope which 
is p-aotive with period 46 minutes followed by a substance of extremely 
short l i f e which disintegrates with emission of a high energy a-particlBp 
the last i n the series. These facts can only be correlated with the eub-
atauees Bi and Pto and there is confirmation on the Po isotope 
provided by the work of Dr. A.N. toy's section in the fact that the energy 
of the a-particle asgociated with the bismuth isotope f i t s very well for 
Po^^' when compared with the other known isotopes of .polonium* 
30c 
The sequence of the disintegrations is aow defiaed by these main poiati 
as that shOTO In double lines in Fig* 3 and coafirmatioa is obtained la the 
seooad a-emitter which should be an isotope of elemeat 87 and which is shown 
to behave like an al k a l i metal. 
From these particular data i t i s seen that the sequence is ualike any 
of the known series and i t s identification as part of the 4n + 1 series, 
aiaart from the fact that the. activities were derived from U253, is made cer-
tain by the detection of a lead isotope with an activity and h a l f - l i f e slmi-
209 
lar to Pb already made by direct a r t i f i c i a l methods. 
The present information on the disintegration products of 
^33 
is aow 
summarized as follows. 
1) Thff^ 
Osring to the fact that our sample of 
^33 
contains ?Jso some of the 
i-sotope 
^32 
i t has not beea poss Ible to extract Th^^^ free from the Th^^^ 
(RdTh). A thorium extraction has been made and i t was ehowa that the four 
22 5 
a-oHiitters from Ac pa were aot i n i t i a l l y present but grew in slowly 
(together- with the disintegration products of _RdTh). • Si the pulse-analyser, 
an o-peak has beea distinguished at about 5 Mev which is probably due to 
The h a l f - l i f e has been roughly calculated from the yields of the sub-
sequent disintegration products aad their periods, giving a figure of about 
4 
10 years.' 
2) 
This substance is shown to be fJ-active with a period calculated from 
the growth of i t s daughter as 14 i 2 days. The p-radiation i s of very low. 
energy, probably less than 0.05 Mevo 
II. 
The actinium isotope i s a-active and decays with a h a l f - l i f e of 10 
days.- The latest energy measurement of i t s o-partiola gives 5.81 lie v. 
4) 67^" 
• ' The h a l f - l i f e of 87^ *^'" is measured as 6 r 1 mine and the energy of 
i t s a-partiole 6.33 Mev. From an irregularity i n the shape of the peak 
in the pulse-analyser, f i r s t noticed by Cranshaw, i t seems probable that 
the a-emission displays fine structure slhoe a small peak is visible at 
6ol May. 
5) 8 f ^ ' 
Cranshaw obtains for the h a l f - l i f e of this substance, 2ol x 10" sec. 
and 6,97 Mev for the energy of the a-particleo 
6) B l 2 " 
This substance is mainly p-active with period of 46 mins. A rough 
flgxsre for the energy of the p-rays derived from absorption measurements 
is 1.3 I^ Iev. 
There seems to be branching in the a-direotitm of less than 3jS with 
the energj' of the a-particle at about 6 Mev. 
7) Po 213 
The polonium isotope is a very short-lived o-active body (? lO'^s) 
and i s inseparable from the Bi isotope. Cranshav's measurement of the 
energy of the a-partiele is 8o28 Mev. 
8) Pb^^' 
209 
The last radioactive memiber of the series is Pb which is already 
known aa a p-eraitter of 3.3 hr half-period. 
32. 
9) T l ^ 
218 
This is believed to be present ia the series froa a branohing of Bi 
less than Z% of the mala routis. Activities available are too small to 
work oa this member, which i s probably p-aetive with a h a l f - l i f e of a few 
minutes. 
. The 4a * 1 series ia naturo. 
• No known member of the 4n + 1 series has a period sufficiently long to 
allow the iadepeadent existence of the family i n natiire but there is undoubt-
edly some small production through the reactions U^ ®^ (tt,2a) D?^ '^  
233 
(n,r) Th brought about by spoatEmeous fission neutrons, of which the 
second reaction i s the more important; From measurements of the spontaneous 
aeutroa emission of -. - U aad Th, Pose (30) estimates the h a l f - l i f e f or .„ 
and 1.7 o lO^yewn 
spoataneous fission of these two elemeats as 3.1 . 10 years/making the 
assumption that one neutron is produced per fissiouo Qa tls assumption 
that three aeutroas are emitted per fissicKi, the U h a l f - l i f e would be about 
16 
10 yeare,- the generally accepted value at preseat, aad the Th h a l f - l i f e , 
5 b lO^^jrearso Since the nevttroa emission of thorium is probably about 50 
times less thaa that of uranium, the production of the 4n t 1 series by 
the second reaction is hinderedo The best conditions would obtain ia a mi-
neral of mixed thorium and \iranium. I t has been estimated (27) that uraaium 
deposits containing of the order of a few percent of thorium might contata 
one part in 10^^ of U^^'. 
Already the presence of elements 93 and 94 in various uranium minerals 
has been investigated by Seabor^ and Perlraan (22) and Gamer, and Bonner 
aad Seaborg (27) who obtained indication of a concentration of about one 
14 239 
part in-10** of 94 ia pitohbleade and camolite. The a-aotivity extracted 
could be due to other isotopes of 93 or 94 including those of the 4a 1 series 
but 94^ ®^ seems the most probable, derived from the absorption of neutrons 
WahL (28) reported the detecticai of a mass-line 237 i n the mass-spec* 
trographio investigation of some minerals of the tantalum-niobium group 
containing uranium, thorium and rare earth metals. However, he also men-
tions the mass-line 205 (supposing i t to be the end-product of the hypo-
thetical new series) which is the miain isotope of thallium and i t is signi-
ficant that the difference between 237 and 20S is 32, the'mss of two oxygen 
atoms. On the present knowledge, i t seems improbable that-concentrations 
greater than one i n 10 of the ^ + 1 series exist in nature. 
The new information on the series enables us to make a, more i n t e l l i -
gent search and i t is inmediately apparent that nio '©.ensideratlon need be 
given the shcrt-lived members after AQ nor the isot,ope* of uranium or 
thorium. 
One of the most promising approaches to the problem seems to be at th© 
'* 226 223 
radium and aetlnium isotopes. Of the known radlimi isotopes, Rii , AeX , 
226 224-' • 225 MsThI , ThX , and IpRa , the last is unique in th» ja-oduetion of fca 
a-emitting aetinium isotope. I t should be possible, by the ordinary-radiiim 
extraction technique and very careful purifioation by the fuming m i t r i ^ ' acid 
method, to dbtstln from a mineral a barixam nitrate extract eontaialng only 
radium isotopes. After about 10 days when th-e Ao - reaches aa>out _9C^  erf 
the maxim\m on' the growi;h curve from Ra ,. a prelimiaary sepai^tion 00 
eerie iodate is do'-ie, i f necesaary^ to eliminate radiother'im grown from ' 
MaThI and then a precipitation and. pti'rificat^lon .'of oerous <5r- lajithaniaa 
225 
fluoride to extract any Ao present. I f MsThll i s present i n any quantity 
a few days would be sufficient to reduce i t to negligible proportions and 
the eerie iodato precipitation could be convecilently transferred to this point 
for removal of the radiotherium. The fiiaal fluoride extract should oofntain 
34o 
o j> c 
only Ac" , and i t s disintegration products -Rhioh increase the a-aot i v i t y 
by a factor of fouro 
The s e n s i t i v i t y i n terms of a c t i v i t y should be very similar to that of 
Seaborg and Perlmcn and a yield equivalent to t h e i r "order of 10"^ microgram 
of 30,000y 94^^^" would mesji an order of 10** xaicrogram f o r U^ ^^  or 10"^ 
237 
microgram f o r Tjp , 
NOmiCIATUHE. 
• Tlrie nomenclature of the 4n + 1 series i s , a t the time of w i t i n g , under 
discussion with Seaborg's team who also have been working on the series, 
although the results up to December 1944 d i f f e r somewhat from those reported 
209 
here except i n the case of Fb v.-here agreement i s reached. (CC 2636, Ghiorso, 
Ilajemann, Katzin and Studier)a 
In CC 2336, use i s made, "for the sake of s i m p l i c i t y " , of the name 
"neptunium series" and the name has since been widely used i n t h i s labora-
t o r y . I t i s hoped that t h i s ATill be accepted as the nam© of the 4n + 1 
s e r i e 3 o 
A detailed nomemclature f o r the family has been discussed at t h i s lab-
oratory and -i i r i l l be the subject of a la t e r note i f and when i t i s accepted 
by the other contemporary workers on the serieso 
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APPENDIX I 
Ac^^^ h a l f - l i f e Measurement.. 
225 
For the decay period of Ac , a lanthanum f l u o r i d e escfcract from 
Ra225 ^j^g pxirif ied by reprecipltation, evaporated on a platinum tray 
with n i t r i c acid, and ignited. The Bionple was counted regularly i n the 
ordinary o(-counter and the decay curve given i n Fig. 11. has been 
corrected f o r a long-lived contamination of 7 ots/min. • On t h i s measure-
ment the h a l f - l i f e obtained i s 10.0 - 0.25 days. 
Ra^^^ h a l f - l i f e . 
The direct lajaaurement of the period of Ra^^^ i s d i f f i c u l t since, 
as w i l l be tehovm i n tlio nex-b seoticwi, i t s ovm/S-radiation i s very soft 
225 
and that of izs disintegration products hard, and the period of Ac i s 
relatdd such that the approach to the transient equilibrium i s very slow, 
about 200 d.cys l o r 99^ of the e q u i l i b r i m amount (calculated from the 
result obtJdned f o l l o w i n g ) • 
Using the measured h a l f - l i f e of Ac^^S.giyen above i t i s possible to 
estimate the h a l f - l i f e of.Ra^^^ from the curve given i n Fig. 7. Theoretic-
al,curves f o r various h a l f - l i f e values of Ra'*^ '' have been compared and the 
best f i t obbained f o r 14 days with an error of, at most, - 2 days. 
/3-ray absorption curves have been taken on samples of Ra^^^ contain-
ing Ac22B gjjd on Ao^?^ alone i n the ordinary Geiger-Mtiller counter hav-
ing a 6 mg/om^  iaida window and i t i s found that the shape of the absorp-
t i o n curYe seems t o be the same whether Ra225 j^ g ^  th© sample or not. 
As previously reported (pJ4), a sample of Ra^ S^ on barium n i t r a t e . 
361 
contaminated by only a small amount of ThX, has been p u r i f i e d from i t s 
disintegration products f o r the purpose of showing the grovrth of 
d - a o t i v l t y from Ra^^^, and i n t h i s sample a search f o r / 3 - a c t i v i t y was 
made. The sample was counted i n the alpha counter, the thin-window 
Geiger-MCller coiioter and i n the windowless counter. 
The following calculations are made f i r s t t o shov/ roughly the 
a c t i v i t y t o be expected i n the p u r i f i e d Ra^^^, 
Immediately before t h i s p u r i f i c a t i o n , theoc-count on the sample 
tfas 890/min. and ohts represented 9 days growth of Ac225 after the pre-
vious treatment of the radium isotope. 
Usinj; the vKlues of 14 days and 10 days as the h a l f - l i v e s of 
Ra225 aiid Ao^^^ respectively and the equation 
• ^ - l a - (1 - e ) ^ 
representing; the relationship between the numbers of atoms of Ra*^ ^^  (iTj^) 
and Ac^^^ (1^2) i n a sample, o r i g i n a l l y pure Ra''^ °, after time t , on 
the 9th day, 
^ « 225 t , cts Ac Ka. Ax _ 0,59 
ti„j.-,n T»_225 "cts" Ra'''^ ^ Nf 
Thus the expected ^ - a c t i v i t y of the Ra^^^ i n the geometric efficiency of 
tb« a-coujater would be 
, ~ 380 cts/min. 4 X 0,59 
taking no account of self-absorption. 
A check on t h i s value i s obtained from the growth curve ofo(.-particles 
i n the sample after the p u r i f i c a t i o n (Fig, 7), For t h i s , t = 18 days,* 
'± ( I n both of these calculations, the corrections f o r counting e f f i o i -
enoies are l e f t out since they cancel). 
37. 
cts Ao^^^ (n/ ) = — and "cts" Ra^^^ at the p u r i f i c a t i o n ^ . 
4 
385 cts/min. 
Thus about"400 y^-cts/min, could be,expected i n the p u r i f i e d barium 
n i t r a t e precipitate. 
Theo<-count immediately after p u r i f i c a t i o n vms 15 cts/min» and 
t h i s has been shovm to be probably due to ThX (pJB). I n the t h i n 
urirdoxv counter, there v/ere 37 cts/ndn., a value too low f o r the Ra^^^ 
and higher then \vould be expected f o r conttattination by o t h e r - a c t i v i t y . 
The absorption h&lf-thickneas of t h i s a c t i v i t y was about £ rag/cm^ Al 
and i t i s possible that i t i s due t o a small contamination by Pa^^' 
of ivhich there i s EOKIS quajitity i n the laboratoi-y at present. 
About six hours after the p u r i f i c a t i o n , the sample v«a5 counted i n 
the alpha- and thin-rrindow beta-counters and i n the windowless counter. 
I n the l a t t e r , a l l ionising particles are counted. Table I I summarises 
the data from measurements taken at 6 hrs. and 18 hrs, after the 
p u r i f i c a t i o n . From the count obtained i n t h ^ T.-indowlsss counter are 
subtracted those of bheo< -counter and the thin-wlndoiir coimter after 
allowing f o r geometric e f f i c i e n c i e s , which allowance i s not very 
accurate i n the case of ' ... ..' the thin-windoiv counter. 
Table I I 
(see next page) 
r — — 
TABLE I I • 
38i 
at 6 hrs. at 18 hrs. 
Cts/min, i n window-
less coiinter. 
278 316 
Correction fo r t X 's 
Correction for t h i n -
window /3 ' s 
Background on window-
less counter 
20 
61 
47 
43.5 
78.5 
- 64 
128 278 186 316 
•'. ots obtained only 
i n windovfleiiE counter 150 130 
Corrected tocX-oounter 
eff i c i e n c y 260 
-
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T.hus about 2/5 rds of t.Se roughly calculated counts f o r Ra^^^ are found 
i n tha windowloDG counter which are not counted through fi windovr of 
2 mg/cm^  mica, 
Sor.jo idea of an upper l i m i t f o r the ^  energy of Ra^^^ may bo ob-
tained from t h i s f a c t . • . 
In Fig. 12. i s plotted the energy ofy3 -radiation of a nvmiber of 
radioactive substances'^, against the absorption half-tliickrees i n 
alxaainium* *. A half-thiclaoecs of 2 mg/cm^  Al corresponds to 0.05 Uev 
so that i t seems safe t o eay that the energy of Ji&^^^j3 -emission is 
less than t h i s . 
4 Table of Isotopes,' Seafeorg, Rev. of Mod. Phys. 16', 1 (1944J. 
A 4 Handbook of Chem. and Phys., 194S, Chemical Rubber Publishing Co, 
10 To f<*.<.< |a«ae 31 
39 
o(.-Branching of Ra^^^. 
More careful corisideration 4T.ay be given the evidence ono(-branching 
of Ra''^ ^ which i s contained i n the v/ork on the purified sanple of 
Ra22f^ ' reported above and i n the f i r s b section of t h i s report. 
The sanpls contained bjr calculation, about 400 cbs/ir^in. (SO^ e f f . ) 
of Ra225 vrhen f i f s t p u r i f i e d , 3'•^ o^ .-ed only 13oc-cta/rain. {oO.'i e f f . ) 
vjhioh con be complete!;/• accounted f o r as residual ThX. I f they are 
due to alpha-branching of Ra^^^, &c bne most i t i s a S-^ branching 
(nllov-ing no alphr. particles f o r f v r t ^ e r short-lived products) and 
probably v/ould be about I j i branching (allovdng two short-lived products), 
( c f . Feather spcfiulfitionfl on l i f e t i n e s (17)). 
The Gvif^ence, ho-'.rev'?r, indicate." that branchin'; Is :auch less bhon 
l ; t . I t yrill be rpmeinbernd that i n the pulse-analyser exar.iination of a 
f r - : - ! h extract of radium iso'-.ope from the U*^"^*^, there was no definite 
pign of brnnchinj though thf j method is less sensitive fchaj> the pre'/ious 
. exp'^riment.. 
Period of 67^^^. 
For the h a l f - l i f e measurement of t h i s short-lived body, samples 
werp obtr.lnod by v o l a t i l i s a t i o n as previously explained (p.24) and 
215 
they coHta ined var^rinj amounts of the 46 minute Bi'" . . A decay curve 
of such a sample i n the ordinary o<-counter i s given i n Fig. 13 and the 
li n e representing B i ^ ^ ^ a c t i v i t y (Po^^^o^-particles) is projected f o r 
221 
the purpose of correcting f o r the decay of 87 
There i s l i t t l e point ivith such low a c t i v i t i e s i n attempting a 
careful analysis of the decay curve and the correction was calculated 
10 
iOQS.. 
mm 5. 
40. 
by the following steps. The 46 minute decay l i n e was drawn i n and 
projected t o the time of the f i r s t count. Subtraction gave a rough 
figure f o r t h e - p a r t i c l e s of 87^21 and SS^ '^^ -and reduction i n the 
r a t i o of 5 (the approximate h a l f - l i f e of 87^^^) to 46 x 2 provided 
an approximate figure f o r the C<-activity of B i ^ ^ ^ (po213j ^ i g h was 
formed from the decay of 87^^^. Repetition of the o r i g i n a l subtrac-
tion.using the reduced value of o r i g i n a l B i ^ ^ ^ gave a f i n a l figure 
221 
f o r the 87 * -particles nrfnich was used i n calculating the small 
213 
growth curve superimposed on the decay of Bi already present i n 
the sample. Since t h i s secondary correction i s small, the error due 
to the approximation i s negligible i n t h i s case, 
221 
The corrected decay curve f o r 87 i s drawn i n Fig. 14. On two 
• ejcperiments the h a l f - l i f e I s estimated at 5 - 1 min. 
B l ^ ^ ^ h a l f - l i f e . 
The most accurate measurements of the period of Bi^ ^ ^ have been 
made on sulphide precipitates having about 450 alpha cts./min. 
i n i t i a l l y so that the decay could be followed for ^jfi^t f i v e h a l f -
l i v e s . Two experiments gave 45.0 - 46.0 mins. and 45.8 - 47.0 or 
46 1 min.. A decay curve is given i n Fig, 16. 
y^-partioles of Bi^^^. 
i 209 
See section ox^  Pb l a t e r , i .' -Branching of B l ^ ^ ^ to Tl209. 
The corresponfling members of the other -ftree radioactive series, 
RaC, The and AcC a l l exhibit branching i n some degree, and also RaS 
(Bi^^^) aooording :o a recent report by Broda and Feather ( 3 l ) . An 
experiment i s desc^ribed here which seems to ,find i t s most reasonable 
'1 
i i 
I 
r:: 
;:.T4-'t 
41. 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n a branching of Bi^'''^, 
A v o l a t i l i s a t i o n experiment was performed on a sample of Ac^^^ 
as described under 87^^^ and the specimen introduced quickly into 
the large chamber of the pulse-analyser. Counting was started about 
12 minutes af t e r the i g n i t i o n and the three maino(-energies were 
found as usual, 87221, SS^ "^^  and Po^l^ (controlled by B i ^ ^ ^ which 
had v o l a t i l i s e d ) , as shown i n Fig. 16, No, 1 where counts are plotted 
as ordinates and the pulse-analyser channels i n order as abscissae. 
I t was ascertained that there was no contamination due to the 
thorium fais i l y by looking f o r the high energyef-particle of ThC, 
After t h i r t y minutes, s i x h a l f - l i v e s of S7^^^, the tvro short-lived 
0(-peaks had diesappeared (Fig. 16, No. 2), and a series of measure-
ments was then made as shown i n Fig. 16, NOB. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. I t 
w i l l be seen that^ i n a l l the graphs, i n addition to the large number 
of counts representing the o(-particle of Pe^^^, there is a small 
peak at sji energy somewhat lovrer than that of 87221, Since the peak 
was small, there was a danger that i t was merely an abnormal fluctua-
t i o n i n the stray counts on, or a maladjustment of, a certain channel 
and t o obviate t h i s , the bias nms varied so as to move the peak into 
d i f f e r e n t regions of the 20 channels. The graphs have been displaced, 
depending on t h i s bias voltage used, i n accordance with the relatio n 
t h a t 0,13 volts change i n bias moves an energy band through two 
channels at the particular amplification used i n t h i s experiment. The 
peak i s then seen to be quite real and seems t o remain so long as 
the high energy peak i s present. 
Two hours af t e r the l a s t measurement i n Fig. 16, another run was 
To f-ace^ p a j < 
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taken when the high peak had dwindled t o a cotint of about 40 obtained 
i n 180 minutes and the lower peak had also disappeared. I n Fig, 17 
a comparison i s made betvTeen (a) the sum of the measurements i n Fig, IB, 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 where the t o t a l time comes'to 119 minutes, between 
4S minutes after zero time and 2.5 hours, (b) the 180 minute measure-
ment j u s t mentioned started at 5.5 hrs. a f t e r zero time and (c) a back-
ground run on the empty chamber i n the p l o t t i n g of which the scale of 
the ordinates has been reduced tc compensate f o r the longer count so that 
a visual c o l l a t i o n maj^ be made. 
That theo(-ps»k i s real there i s no doubtj i t s explanation requires 
more careful consideration. I t is mentioned l a t e r i n the section on 
o<-particle energies that there i s s £rmallo(-peak slightlj'- lover i n 
energy than th^; nain pealc of 67 seen i n the pulse-analyser, the small 
pealc containing about 20^ ^ of the counts i n both. The position of the 
smallo< -peak under investigation appears to be near t o the smaller of 
the two i n B?*"*"-^  but they can hardly be the sanie since the former con-
sbitutes less than 3^ of the main, a c t i v i t y i f i t i s a branching of Bi^^'. 
As considered under 'W-partiole energies",it is.not probablje that 
there i s appreciable brsjticiiing' at Ac225, 87221 or 85217 but even i f 
there were branching, the possible products, isotopes of thorium, radium, 
or emanation, would not have appeared i n t h i s v o l a t i l i s a t i o n experiment 
221 
except as being produced from the 87 which was condensed. Bearing 
i n mind that t h i s nevr small peak remained as long as the 46 minute high 
•energyo(-particle so that i t s production from 5 minute 87221 would lead 
t o 10 times less a c t i v i t y , and also the fact, that the branehing, i f any, 
at the f i r s t three of-emitters i s small, there i s a difference of an 
order of magnitude betvfeeu .the effect expected by braiiching previous to 
Ei ^"^ ajxd the observed effect. This is en t i r e l y dependent on the argu-
ments given \mder 'b(-particle energies" f o r i f 87^^^ ^are branched as 
much as 2 0 ^ the effect could be explained assuming SK^SI or'86^^'^ (Pig.S) 
have a period of about 50 minutes. The sit u a t i o n w i l l be c l a r i f i e d when 
a high a c t i v i t y sample i s available on which a search may be made for 
Ra^^^ and from which a large sample of p\iro Bi^^^ may be separated and 
examined. 
We may expect thallium^^" t o have a high energy/S-emission and a 
h a l f - l i f e of only H fe?^ Tninrtes so that viith the present a o t i - i t i f : s i t 
v/ould be almccst imnossillft t o do any vfork on i t . 
/?-pp.rbiclcs of ?:i'''^ and Tb""^. 
The a c t i v i t i e s nvsilahle at present are too smell to make accurate 
measurements of tVx; energ;i- ofy^-radiation from the series but a rcuf.h 
idea m^ sy be obtained from absorption coefficients. 
Freshly extracted samples of the radium isotope give absorption 
curves showinp; the penetrating radiation from ThC and as the sainple ages 
aiid tbe ThX decays, the slope changes and approaches the steady value 
of the/3-rays from the nesvt family. The measurements were made on the 
u8ualy3-noiinter which has a mica window 6,5 mg/cm2 so that the soft radia-
t i o n from Ra^^^ would not be v i s i b l e , a fa c t which has been subsbantiat-
ed by the s i m i l a r i t y betvrsen absorption curves i n the presence and absence 
of Ra225. 
Fig. 1 8 shows one of the curves obtained on a specimen of Ra225 
To face p ^ j * 4^ 
10.fL 
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18 days bid and analysis of the graph demonstrates the presence of two 
d e f i n i t e components. Curve A gives the experimental points shmring 
the two radiations combined and curve B the softer component plotted 
separately by the subtraction of the projection of the hard component. 
Qualitatively^ i t has been shown that the more energetic part belongs 
to Bi^lS and the other, of half-thickness about l5 mg Al/cm2, to Pb2C>^ , 
the value being approxiraataly correct f o r the reported energy of Pb^^^ 
/3-emission, 0.7 Mev^^^\ 
The B i ^ ^ ^ radiation has an absorption half-thickness of about 
65.mg Al/cm'^ which, i n comparison w i t h other radioactive substances 
(Pig. 1 2 ) , indicates an energy of roughly 1,3 Mev, 
Poriod of Th^^^. 
The h a l f - l i f e of Th229 i s very large so that lbs estimation requires 
a comparison betv/een the a c t i v i t y grown i n a certain time with the knovm 
amount of U^ "^^  parent and t h i s would be e6mplicated by the presence 
of radiothcrium223^ by the gro\vth of subsequent members i n both f a i i i l i e s , 
and by the probable contamination by.Ac^^^ i n some of the chemical 
separations. A d i r e c t raoasurement of t h i s kind has not yet been attempt-
ed bub a rough calculation may be made from the extraction of Ra^25^ 
Unfortunately, tlie a c t i v i t y of Ra^^° cannot be measured easily owing 
to the weakness of i t s ^ - r a d i a t i o n and the presence of ThX, and i t i s 
necessary t o go one step further to Ac^^^, 'The following calculation i s , 
therefore, somewhat devious and cannot be expected to give more than an 
order of magnitude. The sequence t o be considered i s : 
U233 J, ^ j ^ 2 2 5 ^ AC225 
t^ of, 1 4 d ^  1 0 d o< 
1) To calculate counts of Ra^^^ from measured counts of Ac^^^, 
(Refer t o Sections on Ra^ *^ ^ and Ac^^^ f o r a f u l l explanation) 
The growth of Ac^^^ from Ra^ *^ ^ i s described by the following equa-
t i o n , 
where and /^ ^ are the number of atoms and disintegration constant 
respectively of /ic225 and Nj^ and those of Ra^^^. 
Working i n days throughout and leaving out the unnecessary correc-
t i o n f o r counting efficiency, 
Ij, , £:||i . 0.0495 0 ^ , 0.0695 
(h a l f - l i v e s of Ra225 and Ac225.'. 14 days and 10 daj's) 
Measured corats of Ac^^^ end short-lived dau{;hters on the 11th day 
. (= fc ) a f t e r extracbion of Ra^^^ * 2S00/min. (after correction f o r Th-X) 
' .*. r ^ 1 X 60 X 24 counts/day 
Nj . counts of PA225 ab Qt ^ -I^^hslA 
(e-^*^-£-^'^) 
2300 X 60 X 24 _ 0.0198 - . ^ c r i L ^ « . — X _ I45tx 60 X 24 counts/day 4 X 0.06S3 0.113 ^ ^ 
& 1454 .Gounts/min, 
Efficiency of Ra^ S^ extraction i s B0% .*. Ra225 counts =• lB13/min. 
A correction of lO^ i s necessary here f o r self-absoi-ption of theo^-
particlea measured i n the .2 mg of Ba(1103)2,' 
Ra^^^st 1994 oounts/min, on the 94th day after D^ ^^  p u r i f i c a t i o n . 
2) To calculate the period of Th^^^. 
U233 . l i s , 10^ oounts/min. i n the sample Si Qo, the equilibrium count of 
Ra2254 
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Th - 1 disintegration constant. 
Ra225 . /12 ^ ' constant, ',t ^  1994" counts/min. 
t s 94 days, 2 2 - 0,0495^ A 2t s 4.65 
Qo X -
( ^ 1 i s small compared w i t h ^ ^ ) , 
=: 1 - ^ -i- t 
Expanding the f i r s t exponential when the squared term is negligiirle 
Qo 0.0495 • ' , 
;i, ^Sg^ 1,78 . 10-7 ^ ' - 119 lOO . 94.2 
T = 2 l i ^ i i _ _ _ ; - 1.07 . 104 yrs. 
K78 . 10-" 565.3 
Rrut^hly 10^ yrg h a l f - l i f e of Th^ '^ -^' 
0<-particle energies. 
Brief reference has already been made to bhe work of Dr. Ac IC, Kay's 
section on the measurement of0(-particle energies of the new series. 
Demers, iV-oin the ohc to;;raphic plate, reports energies of 5.8, 6.2, 
6.9, and 8.2 Vev.* 
Hincks aiid CranshaW^ i n the early pulse-analyser work reported 5.3, 
6.3, 6.9, and 8.3 Mev. 
Recent values obtained by Cranshaw under better conditions i n the 
pulse-analyser are 5,81, 6,28, 6,97, and 8,28 Mev,' 
In eollaboration w i t h May and Cranshaw, I mad.e som.e further measure-
ments with the pulse-analyser i n which the tv/o lov/er energies vrere corapsr-
1l ' Pi^sics monthly report, Deo. 1944, 
tk Physics monthly report, Jan. 1945. 
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ed w i t h those of ThX and Tn which have values of 5,68 and 6.28 Mev, 
quite olose t o Ac^^S and S?^^^. 
The tecltnique was modified i n an e f f o r t to obviate certain sources 
of error, v i z . , ' 
a) the opening of the ionisation chamber i n order to interchange 
standard and sample, 
b) the d i f f i c u l t y , when standard and sample are counted i n the 
chamber together, of separating the jningled peaks \vlthout dis-
t o r t i o n . 
c) the d r i f t of the amplifiers of the pulse-analyser, 
(a) and (b) were overcome by depositing very t h i n layers containing ThX 
plate 
and Ac^^^ on opposite sides of a hinged metal/vrhich was mounted on the 
bottom electrode so that by t i l t i n g the chamber the plate could be re-
versed and each side examined separately. 
Since the interohant';e v/as easily performed, a larger number of comi-
parison could be made and (c) was largely neutralised. 
The values obtained as the mean of 10 comparison were: 
Ac225 . 5,805^ 0,01 Mev 
87221 - 6.32gt 0,015 Mev 
where errors are the extreme deviations of the individual results. I n 
these measurements, the assumption i s made that there i s no fin e 
structure i n theo(-emission and that the peaks obtained i n the pulse-
analyser are the same shape, A reservation must be made i n the case of 
87 which i s discussed immediately following but the result above i s 
not affeoted since i t applies only t o the main peak observed at 6,33 Mev, 
More details on these measurements are not given since i t i s expected 
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that further work by Dro A.N. May's section w i l l soon superse ""e the 
present figures... 
221 
ffie g-partloles of 87 o 
." ' Craashaw, i n his meafiurementa of o-partiole energies i n the pulsd-
euaalyser, discovered an i r r e g u l a r i t y i n th© o-peak of a t 6.53 IfeTo 
There seems to be. a small peak of 6ol Sfer (Cranshaw) which ooiitaias about 
20^ of the number of a-partiolea i n the nonaal main peek while the main 
, 8.221 
peak at 6.3S'.Mev contains the remaining Q0% (see Pig. 6, D and Fig. 
. 16. Do . - • 
The.possibility that t h i s is due to branching somewhere i n the series 
must be considered. ' The f a c t that the pesk contains about 20^ of the ao-
' t l T l t y of a single, a^-emltter seems to eliminate Bi since t h i s has bean 
shown to branch less than 5^ and a l l three substances, Ao^^^^ SB^l"^ and 
213 ^ Bi seem un l i k e l y since a ZOji discrepancy has not bewi fomd i n the peaks 
at 5.SI, 6.97 or 8,2«^ o , 
I f 87^ 2-'- i s braached t o 8b221 (Pig.S), i t should bo, possible to sepa. 
rate t h i s radium isotope since the period w i l l probably be convenient f o r 
chemical work. A p r e c i p i t a t i o n of lead n i t r a t e fromi a solution of Ao^^^ 
209 
has been made i n connection with Pb and gave no indication of such 
a substaiioe. Such branching would probably modify the number of oou^ts 
217 217 i n the peak of 85 producing a d i f f e r e n t peak f o r 86 and i t has been 
pointed out that tiiS o-emission of and Po^ "''^  would be s u f f i c i e n t l y 
close t o prbduoe a-a "coincidences" or pulses which should appear on the 
pulseriSjSalyser l a the region o f 15 Mev. In a 50Jb geometry with a 20^ 
branchings there should be S% of the number i n the Po peak taking part 
. i n ooincidenoesa These have not been observed. 
A more earefal chemioal search f o r 68221 
w i l l be made. 
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At present i t seems inost probable that the a-eniispion of 87^ ^^ has 
fine structure and Dr. May's sectiraa i s considering several experiments 
to investigate the iSatter. 
The assignment of Pb^ 
One of the main points i n the evidence given i n t h i s report i s the 
discovery o f a lead isotope i n the series w i t h the 3o3 hr h a l f - l i f e of the 
isotope Pb^^^ discovered by Thoniton and Cork (11) i n the deuteron bombard-
ment of leado I t seems worthwhile to quote a few details fJroma later paper 
by Pajans and Voigt (14) wiio showed th a t the 3o3 hr lead was d e f i n i t e l y 
203 208 produced from the isotope Pb so that the process must be Pb (d» p) 
They compared the i n t e n s i t i e s of the 3.3 lead as produced i n ordinary 
lead and, i n lead obtained from uraninite arid correlated these with tha 
I s o t o p i ^ composition of the two leads. Thus.the ra t i o s of the various iso-
topes i n the t\TO leads was as follows:-
Isotope 204- 206 207 208 
Ratio 
ord. Pb 
0*0007 3.99 0.249 0.00325 
Since there i s a great difference i n the r a t i o s , the r a t i o of the 
3.3 hr a c t i v i t y heed only agree i n order of magnitude to establish the iso-
tope. .; 
In two experiments, thoy obtained a c t i v i t y ratios of 0.0035 and 0.0045 
indicating a roaotion on the Isotdpe 208. 
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APPENDIX I I 
o-Counter 
The arrangement was the standard equipment of Chemistry Division 
consisting of a p a r a l l e l plate ionisation chamber, head-amplifier, linear 
amplifier, oscilloscope, H.T. set, discriminator and bias control, end 
scale of 64. Background on the chamber was kept down to one or two counts/ 
min and a permanent standard of u2^^ gave consistent readings oyer many 
months of use. Efficiency of counting geometry was about 50^. 
P-Counter 
The standard equipment of Chemistry DiTision consisting of a Geiger-
M l l e r counter of the end-on mica-window type mounted i n a lead * castle* 
and connected to a high-tension set and scale of 64. The mica window 
was 6 mg/om2 and painted with a t h i n layer of "Aquadag" amounting to 0.5 
mg/om2. Background on the counter was usually about 12/4ain and the e f f i -
ciency i n the best counting position about 30^. 
Thin-window counter . 
A Geiger"43uller counter w i t h a adca window of 2 mg/em2 was supplied 
by Mr. N. Veall of Teehnieal Physios Division. Jhe geometric efficiency 
was about 20^ and the baekgrouad about IS oount8/4aia. 
Windowless Counter 
This counter, constructed by MTO N. Veall, consists of two Qeiger-
Muller counters of the end-on type mounted oQatrapositlvely on a metal 
ehaiobvr so that tl i e whole thing can be evacuated and f i l l e d w ith argon-
i^lcohol mixturoo Samples are placed inside the chamber and l i e betnegn the 
two ooTznters so that eomtiag geometry, i f both counters are used. Is almost 
100^. Since there i s no window between coxnters and sample (although the 
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support of the sample obstructs one counter), a-particles and soft p-
paa*ticle8 are not prevented from entering the countero 
Pulse-maiyaar and lonisatlon chamber (a-particles) 
The "pulse-analyser" and "large chamber", a part of the equipment of 
Dr. A.N. May's section of Hiysios Division and used by them i n the measure-
ment of o-partiole energies of the new series, have also been available to 
me i n port of the ohemioal work when i t was useful to disting\ilBh vHiioh 
o-partides were present a f t e r certain treatments. A short description i s 
given here only to make the references i n t h i s report i n t e l l i g i b l e . 
- The "large chamber" ta a p a r a l l e l plate chamber i n a steel cylinder 
w i t h electrodes 10 cm. square, separated by 5 cm, and with a g r i d i n f r o n t 
of the positive c o l l e c t i n g electrode t o eliminate the effect of the slower 
c o l l e c t i o n of positive ions. Samples may be l a i d I n the centre of the 
bottott electrode, the chamber evacuated and f i l l e d w i t h argon at 45 l b s / 
sq«- i n . I n excess of atmospheric pressure. 1600 volts i s put across the 
electrodes and the a-particle ionisation pulse, which i s proportional to 
the energy of the a-partlole, i s passed through a heod-aioplifier and linear 
a a p l i f i e r . Next i n l i n e i s a "non-linear" amplifier whose function i s to 
select, by Mas control, a lower l i m i t to the size of the pulse accepted 
and to; amplify the overlapping portions of pulses to the required "bpread" 
over the pulse-analyser ehannels*-
The pulse-analyser, designed by Fremdlich, Hincks and Ozeroff^, 
oonsista of a power amplifier leading to twenty discrimlaatiag "channels" 
each having a acale of two ond tuned consecutively i n 6 v o l t ranges. A 
pulse entering the analyser after siiltable amplification, affects a l l the 
3k Report not yet published. 
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channels up t o the voltage corresponding to i t s energy but a cancelling 
c i r c u i t prevents the pulse from counting i n a l l but the highest channel 
to whioh i t reaches. Pulses coming from the ionisation chamber distribute 
themselves al.ong the pulse-analyser according to the energy of the o-particle« 
A graphical p l o t of the number of counts i n each channel against the 
channels i n order provides a picture of the d i s t r i b u t i o n of o-partlcle 
energies I n a sample i n the chamber. I t is therefore possible t o work 
w i t h a mixture of several o-actire substances and to observe changes i n 
each separately. The amplification of the "non-linear" amplifier can be 
varied from the inclusion of energies extending over about 4 Mev within 
the channels to about ten times greater "spread" when required. 
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